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The value of multi-modelling in designing
groundwater monitoring requirements
and additional data collection activities in
southeastern Alberta, Canada.
Tony Lemay
February 10, 2021

Introduction – Study area
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Introduction – Geology
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Introduction – Problem statement
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Approach – Conceptual Models
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Approach – Conceptual Models
Conceptual Model 1

Conceptual Model 2

Conceptual Model 3

Conceptual Model 4

Conceptual Model 5
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Numerical Modelling - Predevelopment
Conceptual model 1

After 2000 years

After 5000 years
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Numerical Modelling – Post development
Conceptual model 3

After 2000 years

After 5000 years
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Monitoring
Multi-modelling can provide an idea of:
• Where effects might be seen
• What effects might be
• When effects might occur
• How changes might manifest themselves

Monitoring aids in the multi-modelling effort by
• Validating or invalidating model results
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Additional Data Collection
Multi-modelling can assist in designing a data
collection program by:
• Identifying the more important model parameters
to better constrain the model
• Identifying where in the model domain that
information is most useful

Data collection can assist multi-modelling
efforts by:
• Better constraining which models are plausible
AER 10
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Clive CO2 EOR Flood MMV
IPEM Meeting 10th Feb, 2021
www.enhanceenergy.com

David Hills
Nico van der Salm
Brendan McGowan

A trusted leader in carbon
emission reduction through CO2
enhanced oil recovery

ALBERTA CARBON TRUNK LINE
CO2 Capture

CO2 Transportation

CO2 Utilization

Image D. Hills

Permanent CO2 Storage

Alberta Carbon Trunk Line (ACTL)
Sturgeon / Agrium
Edmonton
 Strategic connection between CO2 supply and target
reservoirs

Elk Island
National
Park

 240 km pipeline with licensed capacity to transport
15,000 T/d and opportunity to expand to 40,000 T/d
 20 km 12” gathering line in AIH
 220 km 16” transmission line

 Received regulatory approval and permit to construct
 Facilities at Agrium and North West Redwater to capture
and compress CO2
 2600 PSI / 18 Mpa Operating Pipeline Pressure

Clive
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CLIVE GEOLOGY
Leduc Structure (Contours)
Leduc 3rd order Residual (Colours)
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Clive

Calmar

Profusely leached dolomitized
carbonate

•

Well connected, highly
effective permeability

•

Mean permeability 479 mD

•

Effective porosity

•

Excellent vertical permeability

•

Consistent reservoir quality

•

High injectivity and
productivity

•

Low initial water saturation
15 %

•

Post waterflood oil saturation
43 – 45%

Large remaining oil-in-place with
good reservoir conductivity,
reservoir pressure above
miscibility, and moveable oil
make the Leduc at Clive a good
EOR candidate

Fenn West
Innisfail
Wimborne

•

Fenn-Big Valley
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CURRENT STATUS

• ACTL / Enhance Injection came
onstream in June 2020
• 4,000-5,000 tonnes CO2 Day –
Equivalent to 350,000 vehicles
off the road
• Production from Enhance's Clive
field is around 200 barrels of oil
per day, but with CO2 injection,
the company expects output to
gradually grow to between 4,000
and 5,000 barrels per day over
the next five years.

Photo. K Jabusch

Clive Leduc 15-35 Injection Site
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CLIVE FIELD DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Leduc Development Plan

Completed and Near-Term Activity
• 2019/2020 Development
• Phase 1 MMV baseline and monitoring
• Drilled six Phase 1 CO2 injectors
• Drilled four Phase 1 EOR producers
• Drilled one water disposal well
• Commence CO2 injection
• Battery expansion, gathering infrastructure
• Commenced start-up of EOR production wells
• Commenced Phase 2 MMV baseline
• 2021 Development
• Installed recycle compression
• Continue to start up EOR production Wells
• Develop remainder of
• Commence Phase 2 – expand MMV and drill initial injectors
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CLIVE MEASUREMENT,
MONITORING AND VERIFICATION

Post-Injection Monitoring

Atmosphere
Biosphere

Pre-Injection Studies

Hydrosphere

-Wellbore Integrity Study
-Groundwater Mapping and Characterization
-Geochemical Effects of Deep Strata in Case of CO2
Leakage
-Geological, Hydrogeological and Mineralogical
Characterization of overlying Succession.
-EOR Risk Analysis
-Monitoring Cost Benefit Analysis

Geosphere

-Reservoir and Caprock Geomechanical
Integrity Study
Nisku

Ireton

Ireton

Leduc

Leduc

-Geomechanical Analysis of the effects of CO2 Injection
in the Leduc and Nisku

Devonian

Nisku

Seal / Aquitard
Aquifer

-Long Term CO2 Containment Modelling
Image D. Hills

Reservoir
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RESERVOIR - CO2 INJECTION
• Injection Stream is a combination of:
•

NWR - Refinery

•

Nutrien - Fertilizer Plant

• Sample composition monthly at 3 points
•
•
•

Both sources
Combined after traveling down ACTL
Maintaining greater than 95% CO2 at injection
wells

• Yearly Carbon Isotope fingerprint of each
source
•
•

Basis of comparing other CO2 sources to
injection stream
Increased to bi-annually for 2021

• All produced gas from EOR project
recycled back and added to fresh stream
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RESERVOIR – PRESSURE MONITORING
• 8 Deep Monitoring Wells
•
•

5 Nisku – Overlaying producing reservoir
3 Leduc – Producing reservoir

• Enhance completed annual Leduc
stabilized pressure tests in Oct 2020
•
•

Completed after 7 months of CO2 injection
Ran downhole recorders for 1.5 months

• Additional Horizontal Well Data
•
•

3 Leduc Injectors
2 Leduc Producers

• Realtime bottomhole production well
monitoring
•

All production wells have continuous monitoring
at pump intake tied-into SCADA

• Realtime bottomhole injection well
monitoring
•

One injection well equipped with pressure and
temperature sensor tied-into SCADA
Photo D. Hills
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HYDROSPHERE
• From base of groundwater protection to
surface
• Network of CBM wells overlapping Leduc
reservoir
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consist of Belly River, Edmonton and Horseshoe
Canyon
Enhance operates compression on behalf of CBM
operator
Sample two headers monthly to cover field
Carbon isotope fingerprinting
CBM gas contains little CO2 and no H2S, making it an
early detection tool of loss of containment
Provides excellent opportunity to reliably sample
over large area in a cost-effective manner

• Water Well Monitoring
•

Nine Landowner water wells

•

Three nested Enhance water wells
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BIOSPHERE
• Soil gas sampling is an additional measure to
prove CO2 is not migrating to surface
• 23 sites
•
•

Sampled in Spring/Summer/Fall for three years
Composition and carbon isotope fingerprint

• If soil gases are detected outside of expected
levels, geochemical techniques will be used
to determine the CO2 source in samples
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ATMOSPHERE
• Surface Monitoring Facilities
•

Injection and production facilities are equipped with
H2S alarms. Since leaking CO2 would contain H2S
from the reservoir, these alarms will provide a robust
method of potential leak detection

• Surface Casing Vent Flow
•
•

Bi-annually SCVF testing of all wells within the MMV
area
No SCVFs encountered to date

• Pre-Injection Wellbore Containment Study
•
•
•

Review of the cement bond integrity of 64 existing
wells within MMV area
Work has shown excellent cement bond across the
Leduc, Nisku and Ireton cap rock zones, confirming
strong zonal and cap rock isolation.
Leakage risk is extremely low

Image D. Hills

Surface Casing Vent Flow testing of legacy well
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Enhance Energy
Thank You
David Hills – Senior Geoscientist,
Nico van der Salm – Senior Reservoir Engineer & MMV Coordinator
Brendan McGowan – Reservoir Team Manager
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Environmental Monitoring for Industrial CCS:
Experiences from the Decatur Projects
10 February 2021
By Randy Locke, P.G. and the Decatur Monitoring Teams
Illinois State Geological Survey, Champaign, Illinois, USA
SECURe International Platform for Environmental Monitoring Workshop (Virtual)

Overview
•10+ years, 3Mt of CO2, 15 minutes!
•Project information
•Monitoring design/experience
•Current activities and opportunities

CCS in the Illinois Basin:
A foundation for research and commercialization

Pilot Scale:
<10KT

IBDP: 1 MT
Demonstration
Scale

ICCS: 3 - 5.5 MT
Industrial
Scale

>50 MT
Commercial
Deployment

Illinois Basin - Decatur Project (IBDP)
• 1st saline storage project in

Decatur, Illinois, USA. Led by ISGS.

• CO2 injection began in Nov 2011

completed in Nov 2014
999,215 tonnes total (~1,000 tpd)

• 1 million tonnes of anthropogenic
CO2 at a depth of 2,100 m (7,000 ft)

• Comprehensive monitoring program
(20+ techniques); 11+ years

•
•
•
•

2 years pre-injection,
3 years during injection, and
6 years post-injection (2014-2020)
Additional post-injection requirements*
*USEPA UIC Class VI permit finalized Feb 12, 2015.

Illinois Basin CO2 emissions include 291 MMt/year from :
293 major stationary sources
84 fossil-fueled electric generators (87%)
20 ethanol plants (5%)

Illinois Industrial CCS (IL-ICCS) Project
• 2nd saline storage project in

Decatur, Illinois, USA. Led by ADM.

IL-ICCS AoR

• Injection started: April 2017

(up to 3,000 tpd; ~2Mt in Oct 2020)

• 3 - 5.5 million tonnes total of

anthropogenic CO2 at a depth of
2,100 m (7,000 ft)

IL-ICCS
IBDP

• Targeted monitoring program with
17 years of monitoring planned;

• 2 years pre-injection,
• Up to 5 years during injection, and
• 10 years post-injection*
*USEPA UIC Class VI application finalized November 2014.

For a project description, see http://www.carboncapturejournal.com/ViewNews.aspx?NewsID=3346

Illinois Basin Strata
Pennsylvanian
coal seams

Mississippian sandstone and
carbonate oil reservoirs
New Albany Shale (seal)

= key monitoring zones
Mount Simon Sandstone:
• Regionally most significant
sequestration resource in the
Midwestern USA

• 11 to 151 Gtonnes capacity

(US DOE Atlas, 3rd edition)

Maquoketa Shale (seal)

• IBDP = 0.001 Gtonne test
• IB emission= 0.291 Gtonne/yr
• 37 to 519 years of capacity

Saint Peter Sandstone
Ironton-Galesville Formation
Eau Claire Shale (seal)
Mount Simon Sandstone (reservoir)

IBDP Monitoring Summary
Monitoring Activity

Pre-injection

Freq.

Subsurface

Near-Surface

Surface

2008
Aerial imagery

SA

Eddy covariance *

C

Soil flux - network

*

Soil flux - multiplexer

W-Q
*

C

*

C

Tunable diode laser- multi path
InSAR *

BW

Continuous GPS *

C

Soil gas sampling

Q-A

Shallow groundwater sampling

M-Q-SA

Shallow electrical earth resistivity *

A

Pressure/temp. - VW1 and CCS1

C

Pulsed neutron (CCS1, VW1, GM1)

Q-A

Deep fluid sampling (VW1)

SA

Passive seismic monitoring (GM1)

C

Seismic/3D VSP imaging
Mechanical integrity (CCS1, VW1)
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Abbreviations: C = Continuous, W = Weekly, BW = Biweekly, M = Monthly, Q = Quarterly, SA = Semi-Annually, and A = Annually.
* = experimental technique or deployment
x or x→ = permit activity required in/beyond 2020

x→

From Research to Targeted Monitoring
• IBDP framework:

First of a kind project, which meant we started with
significant uncertainty in site conditions and
monitoring technique effectiveness.
Response: used comprehensive approach
Project risk management included
• Formal, cyclical, risk management process
• FEPs, Scenarios, Mitigating Actions
• Project, Community, and Research value statements
• Project success criteria

• IL-ICCS framework:

Second of a kind project, significantly less uncertainty.
Response: used targeted approach
Used the IBDP risk management framework, current
regulatory requirements, and all preceding data to
inform IL-ICCS decisions.

VW1 - Experimental Westbay completion
• Brine from upper reservoir (Z9)

observed above caprock in Z10/11

• Well integrity issue with packers
in 2013 (red box to right)

• Ongoing communication with
regulator

• Reestablished hydraulic isolation
• Purged non-native fluids
• No injection interruption

• Regulatory requirements for the well
changed; design life increased from
7 years to >20 years

• Recompleted in 2017 with

new system and operating
as designed

10+ years = many updates
(These focus on geochemistry or monitoring or both)
•
•
•
•

Pre-injection geochemical conditions (Locke 2011, Locke 2013)
Geochemical history and origins of the site (Panno 2013, Labotka 2015, Labotka 2016)
Microbiological conditions in the deep subsurface (Dong 2014, Dong 2016)
Applicability of numerical models to active sequestration sites
(Berger 2009, Zhou 2010, Roy 2014, Bacon 2017, and Berger 2019)

• Groundwater data analysis methods used for leakage detection (Iranmanesh 2014)
• Applicability of field monitoring tools (Zimmerman 2014, Blakely 2020) and methods
(Korose 2014, Couëslan 2014)

•
•
•
•
•

Geochemical dynamics (Berger 2011, Giunta 2017, Shao 2019)
Potential geochemical responses to CO2 exposure (Mito 2018, Shao 2020)
Soil flux monitoring network outcomes and lessons learned (Carman 2019)
Regulatory uncertainty and its impacts on IBDP (Locke 2017)
Well construction experiences and lessons learned (Duguid 2018, Locke 2018)

CCS and Underground Natural Gas Storage experiences can inform each other.
Illinois (green arrow) has 1 tcf (total) and 0.7tcf (saline) capacity for underground natural gas storage, most in the US.

Current activities
• IBDP (first project) nearing full completion
•
•
•
•

Decommissioning of unneeded monitoring locations
Transfer of selected assets and responsibilities to IL-ICCS (second project)
Final report nearing completion
All IBDP activities to conclude on April 30, 2021

• Environmental monitoring data sets (up to 10+ years of data)
•
•
•
•

Soil gas composition monitoring (published)
Soil flux monitoring (published)
Shallow groundwater quality monitoring (nearly published)
Deep groundwater quality monitoring (nearly published)

• Data repository - US Department of Energy EDX platform
https://netl.doe.gov/edx

Current activities
• Continuing injection and environmental monitoring at IL-ICCS,
including shallow and deep fluid quality, fluid pressure, well
integrity, and subsurface geophysics

• Recent agreement between ISGS and ADM through 2023
• IL-ICCS could provide “a framework for field testing of new and
emerging environmental monitoring tools and methods in
collaboration [with IPEM]”

National Sequestration Education Center
Decatur, Illinois, USA
25 April 2019
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SECURe – Subsurface Evaluation of
Carbon Capture and Storage and
Unconventional Risk
Work Package 4.1.3 : Sharing Best practice
Task Number
Julia Guelard & Sonia NOIREZ
Revision number: 00

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Summary
•

I – Context

•

II – Device presentation

• III – Implementation of the device on a well
Géo1 results (Feb. 2020)
Géo2 results (Oct. 2020)

•

IV – Conclusions/perspectives
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Context
• Needs : characterization and monitoring of deep fluids in several areas.
ØIdentification and prevention of contaminants or pollutants in groundwater
ØUnderstanding of atypical deposits (natural H2)
ØExploration for geothermal energy
ØMonitoring of aquifers and safety for the geological storage of CO2
•

A known disadvantage of conventional industrial sampling equipment is the outgassing of
volatiles in the sample during transfer and analysis of aquifer fluid.

à The establishment of a monitoring system requires sampling and analysis of aquifer
fluid in the field and therefore specific tools and methodology.

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Context
• Work Packages 4: develop a tool and an integrated analysis system to make in
situ measurements of physico-chemical parameters of water, GWR, gas
composition (elemental, rare and isotopy).

• 2020 objectives : To test the complete device on site. From the tool (sampler) to the
integrated analysis system. Take samples of the fluid at different depths.

ü
ü

à Satigny test (Geo-1)
à Lully test (Geo-2)

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Device presentation
• Device subdivided in 3 steps :

Salinity, P and T conditions of
the reservoir

Sampler degasing in T555 unit + chromatograph analysis and
thermodynamic Model for CO2 measurement

Composition in
molar% of the gas
GWR
phase
measurement

Composition of the gases
dissolved in the reservoir
(in mol/l or % mol) at
different P, T and depths

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Device presentation
• Device subdivided in 3 steps :

Salinity, P and T conditions of
the reservoir

Sampler degasing in T555 unit + chromatograph analysis

Composition in
molar% of the gas
GWR
phase
measurement

Composition of the gases
dissolved in the reservoir
(in mol/l or % mol) at
different P, T and depths

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Device presentation
• Device subdivided in 3 steps :

Sampler degasing in T555 unit + chromatograph analysis

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Implementation of the device
on a geothermal well
• Test Geo-1 (Feb - 2020)
Artesian well (50L/sec)
5 samples (200m & 400m)

× Measurements not adapted to weak GWR
× Air contamination > 97%
ü
ü

Sampler worked well
Gas compositions corrected from atmospheric contamination in
agreement with what we expected
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Implementation of the device
on a geothermal well
Upgrade of the device

•

Design of a custom glass burette - To
adapt our system to the weak GWR.

•

Optimization of dead volumes between
the burette and the µ-GC.

•

Improving of the airtightness of the system
(tubings and connectors).

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Implementation of the device
on a geothermal well
• Test Geo-2 (Oct - 2020)
Artesian well
5 samples (1360m, 996m, 880m & 800m)

ü Air contamination < 3,5%
ü Repeatability of the results for : GWR and Gas compositions.
ü Proof of gas arrival or gas accumulation at 800m depth.
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Implementation of the device
on a geothermal well
• Test Geo-2 (Oct - 2020)

0

Tube

200

400

Tertiary

12cc gas - GWR 0,20
9cc gas - GWR 0,15
No gas

Test 5
Test 2 & 4
Test 3

Depth (m)

600

800

1000

1200
No gas

Top Lower Cretaceous
(Siderolithic)

Lower Cretaceous - Upper Jurassic
(Open Hole)

Test 1

1400

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Implementation of the device
on a geothermal well
• Test Geo-2 (Oct - 2020)

0

Tube
Composition in mol%
O2, N2, & Ar : aircorrected

200

0.6

400

Tertiary

39

12cc gas - GWR 0,20
9cc gas - GWR 0,15
No gas

Test 5
Test 2 & 4
Test 3

Depth (m)

600

1200
No gas

Test 1

1400

Ar
CH4

59

Top Lower CretaceousCO2
0.8
(Siderolithic)

800

1000

N2

He
H2S
C2H6
C3H8

700 ppm
60 ppm Lower Cretaceous - Upper Jurassic
(Open Hole)
160 ppm
10 ppm

Results in accordance with the conceptual model of
Guglielmetti L.*, (SCCER-SoE Annual Conference 2019)

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Implementation of the device
on a geothermal well
• Test Geo-2 (Oct - 2020)

0

Tube
Composition in mol%
O2, N2, & Ar : aircorrected

200

0.6

400

Tertiary

39

12cc gas - GWR 0,20
9cc gas - GWR 0,15
No gas

Test 5
Test 2 & 4
Test 3

Depth (m)

600

1200
No gas

Test 1

1400

Ar
CH4
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Top Lower CretaceousCO2
0.8
(Siderolithic)

800

1000

N2

He
H2S
C2H6
C3H8

700 ppm
δ13C CO2 -1,5 ‰
60 ppm Lower Cretaceous
- Upper-62,5
Jurassic
δ13C CH
‰
4
(Open
Hole)
160 ppm
δD CH4
-245 ‰
10 ppm

Results in accordance with the conceptual model of
Guglielmetti L.*, (SCCER-SoE Annual Conference 2019)

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Conclusion
• Evolution of the device following the first field testing campaigns
•

Technical solution validated with field measurements (tools and integrated analysis
system)

… Despite a context of a global pandemic

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Perspectives
• Optimizing the transfer of the fluids sampled for analyzes the isotopic composition
of dissolved noble gases. (Take a specific sample dedicated to this type of
analysis)

•

Developpement of saturation pressure measurements Psat (Interest for surface
installations sizing)

•

Adding of pH & conductivity measurements on the future generation of sampler

•

Organizing new field testing campaign with high GWR
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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SECURe – Subsurface Evaluation of
Carbon Capture and Storage and
Thank Unconventional
you for your attention
!
Risk
Work Package 4.1.3 : Sharing Best practice

Any questions ?

Task Number and Sonia NOIREZ
Presenters
Revision number: 00

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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SECURe – Subsurface Evaluation of
Carbon Capture and Storage and
Unconventional Risk
Induced seismicity statistical modelling based on microseismic monitoring
Thomas Le Guénan and Hideo Aochi – BRGM
10/02/2021
Revision number: 00

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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Induced seismicity
• Common risk to many underground uses including carbon storage and
unconventional gas production – and subsequent brine re-injection

Ellsworth (2013)

Foulger et al. (2018) https://inducedearthquakes.org/

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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Passive TLS
• TLS = Traffic Light Systems
• Once you observe a magnitude above threshold, it may be too late
Review by Porter et al. (2019)

Bachmann et al. (2019)
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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Advanced Traffic Light Systems
• Adding a prediction step in the loop in order to compute a
probability of crossing the threshold

• This gives the possibilty to adjust injection before the problem arise

Source: Grigoli et al. 2017

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
This presentation is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number ENER/H2020/764531/SECURe
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« Real-time » forecasting
• Need simple / statistical models;
• Literature review (D2.3):
•
•
•

ETAS models
Seismogenic index model (Shapiro et al. 2010) : log $ = log &' ( − *+ + Σ
Seismic Efficiency Model (Hallo et al. 2014) : Σ+. = /011 234

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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The ETAS model
ETAS (Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence) by Ogata (1988)
Magnitude Probability

µ = µ0(const): Stationary five-parameter ETAS
External force term

triggering
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Time
t1

ti

tN

2 ( = 2KL'KMN?' + 2?NOL'K?MN

1
(( + H − (? )J

Omori’s
aftershock law

t
Tectonic loading + pore pressure increase
(Hainzl and Ogata, 2005)

µ(t) : Background seismicity rate. Form of function unknown without hypothesis
1. Obtain spatio-temporal µ(t).
2. Correlate µ(t) with injection information without mechanics.
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Case: Oklahoma
(many-wells)
B (2016 Mw5.1 Fairview)

C (2016 Mw5.8 Pawnee)

A (2011 Mw5.7 Prague)

Schoenball & Ellsworth (2017)
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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Four sequences of large earthquakes
567(ℎ9:6;< 76(< = ( = 2 + > @< A
?

T

Maximizing log-likelihood

P = log Q (R ⋯ (T $
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1
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K[

= >VWX= (? − Y = ( \(
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?UR

observation
Not perfect fit, but
principally after-shock sequence

calculation

mc=2.3
N.B. Area not same surface
Event

a

c

K

p

µ

Prague

1.877

0.026

0.014

1.0

0.0070

Fairview 1.929

0.0064

0.024

0.95

0.032

Pawnee 1.607

0.013

0.026

1.0

0.015

Cushing 1.72

0.00045

0.012

0.82

0.021
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Systematic study for Oklahoma
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> 30386 earthquakes (2000/01 – 2018/11) based on OGS catalogue

53 areas of every 0.2°
• > 250 earthquakes with R0<=20 km and mc>=2.3
30 October 2020
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Results: All 53 areas

Top: Injection
Monthly injection, well pressure
Bottom: ETAS analysis
l: observed seismicity rate (eq/day)
µ (obtained) and K (obtained):
30 October 2020
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Total injection volume since 2010
(whole area)

ETAS parameter (µ)

Peaks do not always correlate.

log(3KMK )
2/15/21

log(2)

How do the ETAS parameters relate to injection?
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How do the ETAS parameters relate to injection?
NW

Central

Comparison
of peaks

µmax

Acceleration phase
a0

2 ∗ = VWX10 2. ; gW7 3KMK < 3. (*<gW7< 6H(ij6(iWk)
∗
∗
2 ∗ (3KMK ) = 2^_`
+ 2^_`
− 2.∗ exp −6. (3KMK /3. − 1)

Monthly injection 105 m3 Total injection 107 m3
µ1

Attenuation phase

g’

VWXR. 2 ∝ −p q (
∴ 2 ( ∝ exp − ln 10 o p q ( = exp(−p()
30 October 2020

?
Monthly injection 105 m3

Time (Year)
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Conclusion
• We need forecasting models in addition to real time monitoring to
be able to anticipate induced seismicity

• ETAS model useful in real time but complex to infer parameters
• Correlation between seismicity rate and injection is not obvious a
priori, especially in complex settings such as Oklahoma (regional
correlations)

• We need mechanical insights to know the onset and turning points

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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1

Draft bowties were developed from a literature review and then reviewed in workshops with
participants from the SECURe project.
This bow-tie risk framework seeks to synthesise the output of the SECURe project into a
generic risk assessment framework. A project bowtie was developed to support this. This is a
simplification of the bowtie risk framework, which focusses on showing to which elements of
risk SECURe research contributes; for example, improvement of potential monitoring barriers,
understanding seismicity threats, improving remediation techniques.
From the bowtie risk framework, effectiveness and uncertainty descriptors were developed.
These characterise the extent to which a barrier is effective, as well as the limitations of
knowledge around that assessment of effectiveness.
This then fed into a semi-quantitative risk workshop. This considered the subjectively-ranked
extent that barrier effectiveness affects the risk in terms of severity and duration of a leak, and
associated likelihood over different timescales by conducting sensitivity studies, where
different barriers were considered to be good or poor in combination.
The semi-quantitative risk assessment tool brings this together into a series of forms and
questions that elicit factual information about a particular site. The user of the tool will
compare what is known about the site against the effectiveness and uncertainty descriptors.
The tool will then output both a set of prepopulated bowties for further detailed qualitative
assessment as well as an overall indication of risk and the uncertainty bands surrounding that
assessment of risk.
This provides a means for comparison between different potential sites, and a roadmap to
increase site readiness for commercial application that can be prioritised both in terms of risk
and uncertainty reduction benefit and cost.

2

Bowtie is an excellent technique for graphically presenting risk management to both experts
and non-experts.

3

Nine detailed bowties developed. Four under the CO2 parent bowtie and five under the
Unconventionals bowtie.

4

The SECURe bow-ties are generic; i.e. they are intended to cover every possible leak path.
Includes well related leak paths and geological leak paths. Consequences are essentially
receptors, such as the atmosphere, groundwater, adjacent operations.

5

The SECURe bow-ties are generic; i.e. they are intended to cover every possible leak path.
Includes well related leak paths and geological leak paths. Consequences are essentially
receptors, such as the atmosphere, groundwater, adjacent operations.

6

The transition from bowtie risk framework to risk assessment tool pivots around the
effectiveness and uncertainty descriptors. These are the means by which the generic bowties
may be converted into a site-specific risk assessment.
Slide shows the link between effectiveness and uncertainty. Effectiveness of a barrier is based
on parameters, such as permeability, well integrity, groundwater contamination; whereas
uncertainty is based around the extent to which activities that enable the increase of
knowledge are carried out.
For the purposes of this model; effectiveness is a measure of aleatory uncertainty, and
uncertainty is a measure of epistemic uncertainty, i.e. the extent to which we know about the
parameters that determine effectiveness.

7

The semi-quantitative workshop gathered information from participants regarding the degree
to which the effectiveness of barriers impacted the risk of different leak paths. Example shown
here is for legacy wells.
The SQ workshop sensitivity studies only considered good vs poor effectiveness; whereas the
SQ tool includes three sets of differentiators for each. The tool interpolates between these set
points to reflect the subjective judgement of relative risk formed during the SQ workshop.
The user of the SQ tool will not be asked to make any subjective judgements; only answer fact
based questions by identifying the most appropriate descriptor for each relevant element.

8

This slide is intended to illustrate the change in uncertainty over the project lifecycle. Directly
applicable to CCUS rather than Unconventionals, but same principles apply.
As the project progresses the analysis may be revisited and refined to include the latest
designs and strategies. Similarly, as actions to carry out certain activities or studies are
completed, it may be appropriate to revisit the bowtie, to adjust control effectiveness /
uncertainty to reflect the new information and gauge an up-to-date picture of the risk. This
slide shows an example from a CCS project where the change in barrier effectiveness and
uncertainty was recorded for three iterations of the bowtie analysis between very early design
and storage permit submission.
This is a similar concept to the Storage Readiness Level framework developed by the ACTfunded ALIGN CCUS project, which seeks to communicate intuitively the investment and
resource required to increase the storage readiness level. As the project progresses, and
storage readiness level increases, uncertainty regarding the assessment of risk is reduced, by
the increase in knowledge afforded by characterisation and engineering activities undertaken.

9
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Summary of progression from literature review through bowtie risk framework, pivot about
effectiveness and uncertainty descriptors to develop the Semi-quantitiative risk assessment
tool.
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CTSCo Environmental Monitoring
How are we applying lessons learned from the Northern Surat Basin to
the Southern Surat Basin?
IPEM Meeting
9th to
2021
(10th to 11th February AEDT)
10th February

CCS storage site assessments - Transitioned from the Northern to the Southern Surat Basin - a simplified summary
Original site = Northern Surat Basin (EPQ7) where “lessons were learned”
• Shallow wells to storage reservoir ~1200m, lowest well cost
• Extensive CCS scientific program completed
• Extensive surface and near surface environmental activities undertaken
• Cattle grazing country, low rainfall, no cropping
• Key issues encountered during work program
◦ Fresh water found in the target storage formation
Current site = Southern Surat Basin (EPQ10) where we will apply lessons learned.
• Much deeper target storage formation
◦ >2,200m - not economically accessible for agriculture/community
◦ More expensive wells
◦ Groundwater not suitable for human or stock
• Lower population density
• Cattle grazing country, low rainfall, no cropping
• Preparing EPQ10 environmental monitoring plan based on lessons learned from EPQ7
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Conceptual Model of the Storage Complex at Northern Surat Basin and near surface & surface
environments we monitored

Environments
monitored
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What we would do the same, different or new in the Southern Surat based on experience in the Northern Surat?
Issue

EPQ7

EPQ10
SAME

What is the focus of
“Environmental
monitoring”?

IPEM Meeting – February 2021

1) Quantifying the
occurrence and
abundance of
naturally occurring
CO2

DIFFERENT

Yes - but less field
effort is required

2) Establish the basis
for identifying the
source of CO2 for
future “attribution”

Effort will be to test
Process-based
Approach is
applicable to EPQ10

3) Some naivety
about monitoring for
“Leakage detection”

Focus will be on
monitoring for “no
environmental harm”

NEW
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What we would do the same different or new in the Southern Surat based on experience in the Northern Surat?
Issue
Atmospheric
Monitoring

EPQ7
1) Quantifying the
occurrence and
abundance of naturally
occurring CO2

EPQ10
SAME

DIFFERENT

Install a 10m tower
with weather
instruments and
Visala GM343 sensor
CO2 at 10m

Locate additional CO2
gauges at 1m, 2m, 5m
above ground level to
establish near ground
level CO2 presence
and mixing

2) Establish the basis for
identifying the source
of CO2 for future
“attribution”

3) Technology

NEW

δC13 isotope studies of
mud gas sample n-alkanes
and CO2 at 100m to TD CO2
injection stream completed
– versus injection stream
and atmospheric CO2
Real-time data
collection via mobile
phone network (part
of health & Safety
network)

Review alternative
sensors with longer
field-life, requiring
less re-calibration
effort
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What we would do the same different or new in the Southern Surat based on experience in the Northern Surat?
Issue

EPQ7

EPQ10
SAME

Shallow soil gas 1) Quantifying the
monitoring
occurrence and
abundance of naturally
occurring CO2

IPEM Meeting – February 2021

Drill shallow bores to
establish the
occurrence and
concentration of CO2
and O2

2) Establish the basis
for identifying the
source of CO2 for future
“attribution”

Apply the K Romanak
Process-based
attribution approach –
as demonstrated as
valid in EPQ7

3) Technology

Real-time data
collection via mobile
phone network (part of
health & Safety
network)

DIFFERENT

NEW

Install only one set of
bores, not 4 sets of
bores as in EPQ7

Build a rapid-response
capability to evaluate
claims of leakage with
soil gas CO2, O2 and N2
capability
Review alternative
sensors with longer
field-life, requiring less
re-calibration effort

Looking forward to
Raman instrument dev.
progress by K Romanak
for testing in-field
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What we would do the same different or new in the Southern Surat based on experience in the Northern Surat?
Issue
Shallow,
unconfined,
groundwater
monitoring

IPEM Meeting – February 2021

EPQ7

EPQ10
SAME

DIFFERENT

1) Quantifying the
occurrence and
abundance of naturally
occurring CO2

Drill shallow bores to
establish the presence
and depth of shallow
unconfined aquifers
(only deep, confined
aquifers expected)

Install an “assurance”
bore at nearest surface
water environments to
monitor for “no
change”

2) Establish the basis
for identifying the
source of CO2 for
future “attribution”

Samples for water
chemistry and pH
changes if CO2 leakage

3) Technology

Real-time data
collection via mobile
phone network (part of
health & Safety
network)

NEW

Review alternative
sensors with longer
field-life, requiring less
re-calibration effort
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Questions ?
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For more information visit our website:

www.ctsco.com.au

For direct enquiries contact:
Nikki Accornero
Project Manager Community and Stakeholder Engagement
m: +61 417779631 | e: nikki@ctsco.com.au

IPEM Meeting – February 2021

www.securegeoenergy.eu

Q&A and IPEM Discussion
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Outcomes / Next Steps
Jonathan Pearce
British Geological Survey
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International Platform
for Environmental Monitoring
• Establish international network – SECURe’s legacy
• Bring together international pilot, demonstration
projects and research communities to share
knowledge, experience and good practice

• First meeting - good practice in environmental
monitoring and effective community
engagement

• Consider scope, value and longevity

SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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International Platform
for Environmental Monitoring

• Meeting series – 1 or 2 per year
• Two strong multidisciplinary themes
•
•

Environmental monitoring
Community engagement

• 1 or 2 additional geoenergy sectors, then grow
•
•
•

Geothermal communities – deep and shallow
Gas storage – H2 etc
Thermal storage

• Next steps
•
•

Your input - scope, value and longevity – contact the organisers
Convene steering meeting April 2021
SECURe – Subsurface evaluation of carbon capture and storage and unconventional risk
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Thank you
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